
This handout is specifically targetted to address the month following 
one’s three (or four) weeks of AcuDetox acupuncture. It certainly wouldn’t 
apply in the way it does now earlier, or later, a few months down the road. 
The shade-shifting of a new identity forming will have passed by then. So, 
let’s get right to the point of the matter. This is about acquiring a new identity.

Before coming, say at your intake session, we could have opened the conversation to that of a new identity, but your 
interest was in getting relief from the old one, in having some successes where failure had been the norm. We talked 
to you about new hope, saying that AcuDetox (and its application form AcuDestress) offered something different from 
medication and psychotherapy. Now that you’ve experienced it, you know what we were talking about, and no doubt 
have had some renewed, even if short-lived hopefulness. But it’s time to review things and to talk of things to come.

We talked about the effortlessness of AcuDestress, and I think you know now what we meant by that. We never 
asked you to confront any failures you’d had, tge put more effort into being a better person, or suggested you change 
the way you saw things, as we might have if you had been in traditional psychotherapy. Instead, we suggested that 
something new would be added, new and refreshing, and we called it your RED, BLUE or GOLD Resource. Some of 
you were clear from the very outset exactly what that Resource represented to you. Either you were empowered to 
move forward where you had been stuck in immobility, or you were finding that you simply liked people better when 
you had previously seen them as out to control you, or finally, as a life-long hypervigilant (watcher of danger at all 
times) you noticed the odd rose bush, and noticed that you liked yourself more and had time for yourself you hadn’t 
before. But for others, confusion reigned because you seemed to have a tinge of all of the colours. That’s because 
there are people who do have a tinge of all three. We call them (or you) Rainbow colours, because your variation on 
personality creation was to create a personality which has been constantly adjusting to a constantly changing 
environment. Since you now have sufficient acupuncture under your belt, the coloured Resource you most need will 
now begin to predominate. Either your Red, your Gold or your BLUE side will come to the foreground. Whatever your 
background, whatever your variation on the theme, however different you may feel from others of your colour, what 
comes next will be all BLUE, all RED or all-GOLD. Temporarily at least , you can forget the other colours. They’ll 
look after themselves. But you must nourish your most needed colour to give it the life and vigour it deserves.

So let’s say you are having bubbling-ups of REDness. That would mean that you are 
now finding times of being more intimate with life. You are inviting life in, newly. You find 
others more interesting. Rather than feeling the necessity to control, you just want to be 
out there, soaking things up. That doesn’t means there’s more you should do; now you 
might even do less. People may have been fending you off, as you are a formidable 
force in their lives, but that will change. It will be easy to lessen your push now (though 
very occasionally you may still need it) and because you are feeling a love for your 
species, your species will give back in full measure. Have you noticed it already? A RED 
nourishes this increased capacity by performing random acts of kindness. Apply for that 
job which emphasizes the human soft underbelly which is your new capacity, and throw 
off fear of your new softness. Especially, take on things which weren’t your cup of tea. 

In the last session, we’ll talk about being “clunky.” You’re on the path of having more 
charity towards yourself. But sometimes, because of your inexperience, you’ll trip over 
yourself. You’ll have the right idea but you’ll overdo it. Your Resource doesn’t come fully 
developed. It takes about six months to fill out. Yes, you will have a new identity, but just 
yet, you only have an inkling of what that might be. Plus, there’s an aspect of you in the 
background, and which may now make an appearance to keep you from being “bigger 
than your britches.” Because I know that may require some work during your next six 
months, I’ve written The Magic of AcuDetox Part Two. While it’s all worth reading, your 
work may appear in Chapters 13 and 14. Much of the care and nourishment you can do 
yourself, but if you need help, we’re available, starting with your out-take session.              
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